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 Chloe Hosking in Green Points Jersey After First Stage Of The Tour Of 
Chongming Island 

   

 

Chongming Island, China - May 8, 2013: Chloe Hosking In Green Points Jersey 
After First Stage Of The Tour Of Chongming Island.  
 

Hitec Products’ Chloe Hosking sprinted to second place in the opening stage of the 
Tour of Chongming Island today and sits in second overall by one-second.  
 

After claiming the first intermediate sprint at 28kilometres Chloe gained three 
valuable bonus seconds and five sprint points which, combined with the six-second 
finish line time bonus and 12 sprint points puts her in the lead of the race's Green 
points competition.  
 

Chloe’s time bonuses also mean she is just one-second off stage winner and overall 
leader, Lucy Garner (Argo Shimano) in the general classification.  
 

Despite windy conditions the flat 73.4kilometre race finished in a bunch gallop with 
Garner timing her run to the line perfectly to power over Chloe in the closing metres 
of the race.  
 

Former winner of the Tour Chloe out sprinted the rest of the peloton finishing ahead 
of Rusvelo’s Oksana Kozonchuk.  
 

“It was a bit crazy coming into the finish,” explained Chloe.  
 

“The race was so short and really fast and it was the first stage so everyone was 
feeling really fresh. In the last few kilometres I was just trying to stay in the best 
possible position and out of trouble. My teammates did a great job of helping me do 
that,” Chloe said.  
 

“I probably started my sprint a bit too early because the wind was quite strong, but 
I’m really happy with how we rode as a team today and hopefully I can correct my 
mistakes in the coming stages,” Chloe said.  
 

The first of three stages, the race had two intermediate bonus sprints which were 
hotly contested by the peloton with Chloe claiming the first sprint and Annette 
Edmondson (Orica-AIS) the second at 47kilometres.  
 

“I know the intermediate sprints are always really important. This is my fifth year 
racing here and every year the general classification has always been a matter of 
seconds so every bonus counts,” Chloe explained.  
 

Hitec Products directeur sportif Steven Sergeant said he was happy with how the 
team rode in the opening stage of the UCI 1.1 ranked Tour.  



 

“We executed the plan very well. Obviously with Chloe taking the first bonus sprint it 
was a sign for me that she had good legs,” Sergeant said.  
 

“As an ex winner of the Tour I'm hoping that Chloe can repeat that win and we will try 
to put everything in place to make it as easy as possible for her in the coming 
stages,”  
 

“I'm really hoping that we can take the yellow jersey back home especially after the 
bad luck in Qatar but a stage win will make me a very happy man as well,” Steven 
said.  
 

Tomorrow's 113.7kilometre second stage will see the peloton race over more flat and 
windy terrain on one of China's largest ecological islands.  

 

Team: Elisa Longo-Borghini, Chloe Hosking, Cecilie Johsen, Thea Thorsen, Emilie 
Moberg, Tone Hatteland.  

 

Contact: chloe.hosking@hotmail.com  

 

Website: http://www.hitecproducts-uck.no/  
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Karl Lima  
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